
Red Challenge 

Re-write the sentences with the circled words corrected. Remember to 
carefully copy the rest of the words.  

1. The three little pigs had their own special houses. 
 

2. I can’t decide what to have at the restaurant.   
 

3. My brother thought the movie was enjoyable. 
 

4. My favourite soup flavour is chicken and vegetable.  
 

5. The resident rode his bicycle to work.  
 

6. The letter was essential to the school.  
 

7. Jane sensibly crossed the road with her mum.  
 

8. Ben felt terrible for breaking his sister’s doll.  
 

 

Now try spotting the incorrect word yourself. Re-write these sentences 
with the spelling mistakes corrected. Remember to carefully copy the 
rest of the words. 

 

1. Lily had an incredible birthday party. 
2. The class really enjoyed the edible pastry 
3. The jumper was evidence for the police. 
4. The president was not invited to the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 



Yellow Challenge 

Re-write the sentences with the circled words corrected. Remember to 
carefully copy the rest of the words.  

1. After the bad weather, John needed artificial grass. 
 

2. Kali purchased her tickets at a substantial discount.  
 

3. Her favourite restaurant was in New York.  
 

4. Asking for homework on the last day is not reasonable. 
 

5. Alice got a partial refund for her holiday.  
 

6. “You are the most dependable of the class,” the teacher said to 
Lucy.  
 

7. The movie was full of action and drama, it was incredible.  
 

8. The parliament was deciding on an important new law.  

 

Now try spotting the incorrect word yourself. Re-write these sentences 
with the spelling mistakes corrected.  

1. The expectant mother counted the days until her due date. 
2. “Your group must draw a vegetable,” said the teacher. 
3. The doctor said there was evidence of a broken bone. 
4. Ruth was asked to accompany her mum to the supermarket 

sensibly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Green Challenge 

Re-write the sentences with the circled words corrected. Remember to 
carefully copy the rest of the words.  

1. The earthquake meant many of the homes were not saveable. 
 

2. He found the movie short, but very watchable. 
 

3. Richard gave him an expectant stare, one eyebrow raised waiting.  
 

4. The natural environment in Peru was one of excellence.  
 

5. The MightyLock3000 claimed to be the Britain’s first indestructible 
safe. 
 

6. The restaurant we visited for Christmas was marvellous. 
 

7. The music had no rhythm, but it was bearable. 
 

8. Before they could begin the project, the team needed essential 
explanation.  
 

 

Now try spotting the incorrect word yourself. Re-write these sentences 
with the spelling mistakes corrected.  

1. For many professions it is beneficial to have good communication 
skills. 

2. Parliament frequently meet to recommend new laws. 
3. It is not reasonable to interfere with a fellow student’s learning 

opportunities. 
4. The man looked incredibly familiar, as though we had met in a 

distant memory.   


